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A Case Study in Renaissance Diplomacy:
TheAgreement between Innocent VIII
and Bayezid II regarding Djem Sultan

A REVIEW OF T}M TURKISH SOURCES

Wfr"n modern historians refer to the Ottoman

sources on Djem

Sultan they usually give priority to Sa"deddin, who submitted to
Sultan Murad III in 1584 hrs Tadj al-TawarIkh, a history of the
Ottoman Empire to the end of Selim I's reign in 1520.1 The principal
source, however, on which Sa"deddin drew his information, is a
biography of Djem, Waki'at-i Sultan Djem,2 written by one of his
intimates who accompanied him in his exile to his death. It is a simple
and faithful story, and undoubtedly, the most detailed and reliable
account of Djem's life. It was written in the year 92011514 when Selim
I, son of Bayezid II, had recently overcome his rival brothers. The
author concealed his name.
A modified version of the same work with a new title,
Ghurbetname-i Sultan Djem,3 was made under Siileyman I. The
author of this work provides a completely different story about
Djem's death, and inserts, quite awkwardly, a long controversy on
Islam and Christianity which supposedly took place between Djem
and the Pope. Otherwise, the work is simply a copy of Waki"at.
Sa"deddin' s second source on Djem Sultan was Idris' H asht Bihisht.
Sa"deddin added toWaki"a/. Idns'account on Djem's death. Hakim
al-Din Idris al-Bidlisr wrote, upon Bayezid's order, a general Ottoman history down to the year 91511509. It appears that Idris' main
source on Djem was Mustafa (Mugfafa Pasha), who was grand vizir
at the imperial council when Idris was writing his history.a In 148990 Mustafa, then akapdjt-basht, was sent to Pope Innocent VIII as an
ambassador.5 Here is a summary translation of what Idris tells us
about Djem Sultan:
The Grand Master of the Hospitallers (hakim-i Rodos) sent
Djem Qelebi to the Pope, who is the leader of the Kings in
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Europe and head of the Christians. The Pope guarded him
in Rome, and saw to it that no one Muslim or non-Muslim
could have contact with Djem. He made this matter the
means to establish friendly relations with Bayezid, the
Sultan of Ghazis, so that hostility was replaced by agreement between Islam and Christendom. Since the city of
Rome was too far away no news had been received for a
long time about Djem's life or death. The Sultan, who is
c omp as si o nate, bec ame distres sed. He, therefore, decided
to sendMustafa toRomein orderto ascertainthe tmth of the
situation. To quote directly from Idris: 'Mustafa Paga, who
is now avizir of high esteem, was at that time ahadiib aIhudjdjab at the Sultan's palace and a loyal man to whom the
Sultan entrusted all his important affairs, open or secret.'
After the hazards of the trip on land and sea he reached
Rome. By relating the messages of the Sultan, he was able

to bring the Pope into a conciliatory mood. The

Pope

see Djem in the palace where he was kept
confined ("mahbus ve mazbrit" ). He heard from Djem's
mouth his complaints of homesickness and his request of
forgiveness from his elder brother and Sultan of Islam.
After that Mustafa brought up with the Pope the matters
which the Sultan had entrusted him to negotiate. And he
consolidated with the Pope by documents and oaths which
are acceptable according to the Christianpractice the ties of
agreement and compact. The most important point on
which both sides agreed to honor their pledge was to keep
Djem guarded and not to let him fall upon Islamic territories
as long as the Sultan and Pope lived. In return the Sultan
promised to never attack him and to consider the Pope one
of the rulers with whom the Sultan was in compact and
agreement. This sworn agrcement remained intact for a
period until the time when the French King rebelled against
the Pope, occupied several countries in Italy, and planned
an Invasion of Muslim lands. He demanded Djem from the
Pope. 'Since the Pope considered himself in religious and
worldly affairs the highest authority (khallfe = caliph) and
successor to Jesus Christ he always rejected the request of
the king in order not to infringe upon the agreement solemnly sworn with the Sultan.' Then, the French King

permitted him to
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marched on Rome which is equal to Mecca in the eyes of the
Christians. He abused and threatened the Pope with harsh
words and took Djem from his hands by force. He intended
to use Djem for his own purposes. Deeply offended by the
behavior of the French King, the Pope wanted to retaliate.
'It is a widely circulated rumor that the Pope secretly
instructed a man who came into Djem Sultan's service as a
tellak (bath attendant) and chief barber secretly to place a
deadly poison at the back of the razor. When he shaved

Djem Qelebi with this poisoned razor it caused a fatal
disease and the demise of Djem, who until that time had
been a healthy and strong man. He died in this way in the
company of the King of France, and, thus, the King's evil
plans and ideas came to nothing. When the news of Djem

Sultan's death reached Ottoman lands, the Sultan sent
agents to the Christian lands to verify the matter. The
European kings sent the corpse of Djem Sultan to the
Ottoman lands to be buried in his ancestors' graveyard in
the year 907 /150t (sic). Upon the arrival of the corpse,
those people of evil intention both in the country and
abroad in Christian and Islamic countries now took a loyal
course.
Based on the information supplied by Mustafa Paga, Idris' account
obviously reflects the Paga'S personal views: the hazards of his trip to
Rome, the great importance of the peace ffeaty concluded with the
Pope, etc. The account of Djem being poisoned by Pope AlexanderVI
apparently came from Mustafa, since this report was the most widely
spread rumor in Italy about Djem's death, and Mustafa must have
preferred it. Even if Mustafa was involved in the conspiracy against
Djem, he could not confess it publicly.
There was nothing contrary to law or custom in Djem's claim to the
Sultanate, though he was the younger brother of Bayezid II. In the
Turco-Mongol world there was no definite rule or custom for the
succes sion to the throne. Whatever circums tances eventually brou ght

of

the deceased ruler to the throne, it was regarded as
ordained by divine wisdom. The actual ruler was recognized legitimate as long as he was capable of maintaining himself on the throne.6
This belief was still strong with the Ottoman Turks in the fifteenth
century. What made Dj em different from pre viou s pretenders was that
one of the sons
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1481, upon the death of Mehmed II, he had occupied the first
Ottoman capital, Bursa, and struck silver coins in his name, which
were considered symbols of sovereignty, making him, at least for a
time, an Ottoman Sultan. After his flight, Djem Sultan continued to
have supporters and sympathizers, including members of the military

who for promotion and booty wanted the continuation of the
Conqueror's aggressive war policy, and dissident and discontented
elements in Ottoman society who always supported pretenders to the
throne. Also, Djem had the reputation of being better qualified and
prepared forrulership, and was prefened by the Conqueror as his successor to the throne.T Bayezid was aware of widespread pro-Djem
feelings in the country, and he, in his turn, sought to create for himself
an image of a Sultan abiding by religious law andjustice:he therefore
returned the wakf and mulk lands confiscated under Mehmed II, a
policy which satisfied and won the support of the higher members of
the ruling class and men of religion, including mystic orders. Besides,
the Ottomans had suffered so much during internecine wars between

the sons and gnndsons of Bayezid I (1389-1402), that Ottoman
society was in general against the unstable situation created by
pretenders to the throne. Once Bayezid II firmly established himself
on the throne, the Ottomans, in general, felt that they had to support
him, as Tursun Beg put it,S for the sake of peace and order and
predominance of the Shan'a in society. It was in a similar atmosphere
that Mehmed the Conqueror had included the following provision in
his law book: "It is appropriate for anyone from among my sons to
whom the Sultanate befalls to eliminate his brothers for the sake of the
good and order of the state and society (nizam-t"alem): a majority of
the doctors of law found this permissible (dja'tz)."
The reaction to Djem's death in the Ottoman country is also

illustrative. While some could not refrain from expressing their
sorrow for the unfortunate prince, the rnajority shared a feeling of
relief from the danger of an internecine war and invasion of a
crusader's army, some citing the saying attributed to the Prophet:
"Civil war is definitely worse than execution [of trouble makers]."
Djem's transfer from French territory to Rome to be put directly
under the Pope's custody was considered in Istanbul as the beginning
of the crusade and caused alarm. Thus, Bayezid II, sending an envoy
to Rhodes, declared the ffansfer of Djem to Rome a breach of the pact

between the Porte and the Order, and took a threatening attitude
towards the Hospitallers in 1489. On the other hand, the negotiations
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of the Mamluk ambassador in France and, later, in Rome to obtain
Djem to use against the Ottomans was followed with anxiety as a
greater and more immediate danger.
The Mamluks of Egypt were involved from the beginning in the
intense international struggle to obtain Djem in order to use him in
their fight against the Ottomans. Especially after war broke out
between the Ottomans and the Mamluks in 1485, Kayitbay, Sultan of
Egypt (1468-t496), did his utmost to bring Djem to Egypt.e After
Djem's transfer to Rome in 1489, Djem seemed to prefer to join
Kayitbay, a Muslim ruler, rather than Matthias, for his fight against
Bayezid.lo Even if Kayitbay could not use Djem directly in the
Egyptian campaign against the Ottomans, Djem's participation in a
Crusade from the West would divert Ottoman forces from the Egyptian front. This cooperation between Christian Europe and the Islamic
state of Egypt, once the sole protagonist of Muslim Holy War, against
the Ottoman ghazt state, indicates that during the fifteenth century, in
the East as well as in the West, political expediency superseded strict
religious idealism.
In his attempts to obtain Djem, the Mamluk Sultan chose the mediation of Lorenzo de'Medici, apparently because of Lorenzo's influence in the courts of France and the Papacy, as well as his extensive
banking operations. In November 1487,when the Egyptian ambassador arrived in Florence, Lorenzo first wanted to limit the negotiations
to the commercial sphere, seeking to avoid offending the Ottomans,
with whomFlorence had developed an extensive trade during the last
twenty years.rl However, Lorenzo did not hesitate for long to take
advantage of opportunities of financial profit and the trade privileges
which the Mamluk Sultan had promised him in return for his efforts
to obtain Djem.l2 In the spring of 1488, Lorenzo Spinalli, one of
Medici's agents in France, offered the French King one hundred
thousand gold ducats in the name of Kayitbay for the delivery of
Djem.l3 Since Papal nuncios had already been granted permission to
take Djem to Rome by the French government, which believed that
this was in the best interest of Christendom, Egyptian and Hungarian
requests were declined. The nuncios had argued that Rhodes and Italy
were under serious threat of an Ottoman invasion and that only the
presence of Djem in Rome could deter Bayezid.la The French chancellor agreed that only the Pope could restore peace and unity among
the Christian nations and lead a crusade against the Ottomans. Of
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course, in return the French were expecting political advantages in the

form of papal support for their own problems in Flanders against
Maximillian and the inheritance of Bretagne.
Before long, on 2I January 1489, Bayezid's envoy, Greek-born
Antonios Ciritho (or Antonio Rericho),r5 together with Camillo
Pandone, the envoy of the King of Naples, arrived at the French court
and made most attractive offers on the condition that the French King
not surrenderDjem to the enemies of the Ottomans. In order to foil his
enemies' plans, Bayezid had insrructed his envoy to say that he was
ready to sign

a

peace agreement with the King of France and to make

peace with the entire Christian world, as well as topay aconsiderable

sum of money. Moreover, Bayezid offered a military alliance promising the King aid against his enemies. Even more surprising was rhe
ottoman Sultan's promise to deliver the city of Jerusalem to the
French, after its capture fJom the Mamluks. All of this would be in
exchange for the King's promise to keep Djem guarded in France.16
Alongside these generous offers, however, Bayezid warned the King
that, shouldherefuse to acceptthe offerof friendship, Bayezidwould
make peace with the Sultan of Egypt and combine with his forces
against the Christian world. The Sultan's offers impressed the king's
council, and orders were sent out to stop Djem on his way to Rome.
But, in the end, the nuncios succeeded in putting Djem in a boat
belonging to the Knights of Rhodes bound for the papal state (21
February 1489). The ottoman Prince entered Rome on 13 March.
The Egyptian ambassador, who was still hoping to obtain Djem,
was present in Rome at Djem's reception by the Pope, when Innocent
VIII (1484-1492) sent his envoy, Philippo canovi, to Rhodes to
negotiate with Kayitbay on the matter of Djem. By this time the prize
for Djem's delivery was increased to six hundred thousand gold
ducats, and d'Aubusson was informed by the Pope to conduct the
negotiations with the Egyptian Sultan on this basis. In justification for
his constant bafiedng, the Pope expressed his intention to spend this
sum in order to equip a fleet for the crusade against the Ottomans.lT
Now that Djem was in Rome, the power and influence of the Pope
were greatly enhanced, and papal diplomacy became increasingly
complex. While Matthias was pressing the Pope to deliver Djem ro
him as the only power capable of fighting against the ottomans, the
Pope declared his decision to convene a congress to be attended by the
delegates of all the Christian states in Europe in order to prepare a
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At the same time, the Egyptian ambassador in Rome
declared Kayitbay's willingness to join an anti-ottoman league,
should Djem be delivered to him, and promised to return all the
Christian territories conquered by the Ottomans.
TheTtirkenkongress, opened in Rome on 15 March 1490, was the
logical outcome of papal diplomacy of bringing Djem to Rome. The
pope declared that this was the most favorable moment to take action
against the Ottomans. The ottoman prince was most valuable as a
standing menaces to the Sultan and as a means of breaking up the
Ottoman Empire. It was believed that Djem was prepared, in the event
that he obtained the ottoman throne through Christian help, to
withdraw from the Balkans, even to give up Istanbul.re ln the crusading plan prepared during the congress, a general peace of three years
in Europe was proposed together with the formation of an army of
about 95,000 men. Whether Djem would take parr in the campaign in
custody or free was to be decided later on. The army was to contain
contingents from Italy, Germany, Hungary, and Wallachia. The Christian navy was to attack Morea and Euboea. An attack on the Muslims
of the Maghreb was also being considered. The Sultan of Egypt would
still be invited to participate in the war against the ottomans,2o
although the Pope had declared to the Egyptian ambassador that the
delivery of Djem to the Hungarian king would better serve the interest
of the crusade. However, with the unexpected death of Matthias
Corvinus on 6 Aprill49a, all the plans for the crusade fell through. In
addition, the srruggle between various European powers, between
Charles VIII and Maximillian, as well as between Ferrante and
Innocent VIII, started up once again. While the Ottoman War against
the Mamluks in Cilicia continued, a crusade attack from the west
would have created a most dangerous situation for the Ottoman
Empire. Ottoman tactics during the Djem crisis were to nouffalize the
West by an aggressive diplomacy, sending envoys with lavish promises, presents, money and relics on the one hand; to dishearten Christians by showing strength and building up a strong navy ready to
strike; and preparing large-scale raids on the Danube and Bosnian
frontier. Friendly relations were sustained with Venice, whose sea
power was thought to be of crucial importance for the realization of
a crusade against the Ottoman Empire. In the face of the most
dangerous situation following Djem's transfer to Rome in 1489,
Bayezid used the same tactics and found Innocent VIII quite amenable to negotiation.
crusade.ls
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MUSTAFA'S MISSION AND TI{E AGREEMENT BETWEEN BAYEZID II
AND INNOCENT VIII

We do not know who made the first move for an exchange of
ambassadors, but we do know that the Grand Master of Rhodes, P.
d'Aubusson, who was the central figure in the East-West relations
during the Djem crises and manipulated things to get maximum profit

for the island and his person, now offered his mediation in

an

agreement between the Sultan and the Pope. Bayezid promptly sent
his envoy to Rhodes.2l From 1482 on, d'Aubusson had pretended to
be a collaborator of Bayezid IIin his plans to assassinate Djem andhad

exacted extra money from Bayezid

II, while the Grand Master

received at the same time the cardinal's cap from the Pope and money
from the Egyptian sultan for the use of Djem in a war or crusade
against the Ottomans.In other words, the prolongation of the custody
of Djem, rather than to use of him, was the real concern of the Grand
Master. In order to appease Bayezid II after Djem was fransferred to
Rome, d'Aubusson wrote that the Pope's22 custody of Djem was
eventually less dangerous to Ottoman interests than the French King's
conffol, because it was difficult for the Pope to unite the Christian
nations for a crusade while the French King had sufficient resources
for such an undertaking. The prime concern of the Grand Master and

the Pope at that time was apparently to neutralize an Ottoman
offensive against Rhodes and Italy. Innocent came to think along the
same line and, furthermore, being short of money, the Pope wanted to
receive a regular and substantial income from his function as custo-

dian of Djem Su1tan23. The earliest document bearing the testimony to
Innocent VIII's interest in establishing relations with the Sultan

2t December 1489.
To negotiate with the Sultan, the Pope employed one of

belongs to

his

compatriots, Giovanni-Battista Gentile, a Genoese merchant in Istanbu1.2a The Venetian government suspected Gentile's secret dealings
with the Sultan and Djem Sultan's person; through the Venetian
oratore in Rome, Domenico Trevisan, warned the Pope about it, but
the Venetians were unaware of the fact that Gentile was actually in the
service of the Pope.
In a letter dated 16 May L490,2s the Sultan wrote to Innocent VItr
that he had learned of the transfer of Djem to Rome through the Grand

Master with great satisfaction, and that he was hoping that an
agreement with the Pope would soon be reached about his custody.
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Later, a Genoese Dominican, Fra Leonardo of Chiavari, who apparently lived in Pera, was employed as an envoy in the Pope's relations
with the Sultan.26Leonardo had made the personal acquaintance of the
Sultan, and was referred to in the Sultan's letter to the Pope dated 28
October 1490.n In the late spring or summerof l4g},Leonardo came
to Rome in the company of an envoy to negotiate Djem's custody.z8
Leonardo was back in Istanbul in the fall (before 18 October 1490).
These preliminary secret rapports between the Curia and the Porte
apparently served to prepare the ground for Bayezid's sending an
ambassador to Rome to finalize the agrcement. In fact, upon the transfer
of Djem into the custody of the Pope in Rome, the Porte had lost the
guarantee under the pact with the Grand Master of Rhodes that Djem was
not going to be delivered to the enemies of Bayezid II. The Pope, in his
turn, needed an agreement with the Sultan to receive the yearly payment
of forty thousand goldducats to which he was entitled, in accordance with
the concord signed with the French King.2e Apparently Bayezid tr was
concerned about concluding the agreement as soon as possible, while
Innocent VItr had to make the Christian world believe his intention of
initiating a crusade by taking Djem to Rome. The Sultan had chosen for
this crucial mission an important man of his court ,kapdjt-basfu Must afa,uo
and was ready to send him to the Pope viaRhodes in March. But, because
of the Pope's crusade maneuver in Rome, the ottoman embassy was
delayed for four months. CIhe Tilrlcenkongress held its sessions in Rome
between 3 June and 30 Juty 1490.) Mustafa went to Rhodes in June and
conducted talks with the Grand Master while waiting to be taken on a
Rhodian ship to Italy.3l On his way to Ancona, he was accompanied by

the Prior of Aubergne, Guy de Blachefort (Biyanke-Kort lFort] in
Woki"at, p. 23), the Grand Master's representative.32
In a letter dated 18 November 1490,33 P. Pandolfini, the Florentine
ambassador in Rome, reported the purpose of the Ottoman embassy as
follows:
Et perchb ha havuto notitia che questo suo fratello d in mano
dal Papa, manda decto Imbasciadore per vedere si il fratelle b
vivo, et notificare al Papa questa conventione facta col Maesffo
di Rodi, stimando gli habbi ad essero grata, etper consequens
habbi a tenere il fratello a bunona gardia, ne permettere gli
possi far guerra. Questo d quello che ho inteso . . . "

Venice had the intelligence that Mustafa's real mission was to
assassinate Djem. The Venetian ambassador in Rome, Ermolao
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Barbaro,3a was instructed to warn the Pope about the danger before the
arrival of the Ottoman ambassador. Mustafa was bringing large sums
of money (120,000 gold ducats), which the same repoft speculated

was to be used for the conspiracy againstDjem's life. The Venetian
authorities had no trust in John Kendall, the Rhodian knight who was

charge of guardianship of Djem, and feared that he might be
tempted by Mustafa.3s Franz Babinger 36 seemed inclined to dismiss
all these rumors of conspiracy against Djem and questioned the real
p art pl ayed by Giovanni-B attista Gentile and the Dominic an Leonardo
in this connection, whereas Thuasne and others, following Venetian
intelligence reports, believed them to have participated in a con-

in

spiracy againstDjem.3T
It is to be remembered that Bayezid's purpose was always the
elimination of his brother, as disclosed in his secret personal correspondence with the Grand Master d'Aubusson since 1482, who, in
order to exact money, feigned cooperation with the Sultan.38
The extraordinary measures taken against an attempt at poisoning
Djem during Mustafa's visit indicate that the Pope took the Venetian
warning seriously.3e What is more, there were rumors that the
conspirators had an accomplice in the Papal court itself.a0 In 1491,
Venetians confirmed that the Sultan was trying to bribe certain
members of the coufi to assassinate Djem by poison or another
means.al In a letter dated 16 February 1490 to Lorenzo de'
Medici,az the conspirator inside the Papal court was believed to be
Niccolb Cibo, archbishop of Arles.a3 Niccolb was to serve as an
interpreter during Mustafa's talks with Innocent VIII in 1490,
and made friends with him, as he later called him "his beloved
friend Mustafa Beg" in his report to BayezidII in 1494.44In the same
year the Sultan recommended to Pope Alexander VI that he make
Cibo a cardinal. A11 these seem to confirm the suspicions about
Cibo.

Mustafa's activities while in Rome are described in detail by the
contemporary Italian sources and are fully exploited by modern
historians.as Mustafa's visit to Rome made it possible for Bayezid to
obtain direct contact with the Pope and to disclose the secret practices
and pretensions of the Grand Master. Besides, d'Aubusson'S pretension to be secretly cooperating with the Sultan to assassinate Djem
was to compromise the Pope's position and dignity. The large sum
Mustafa brought to Rome was said to be for the same purpose.a5 At any
rate, one week after the formal audience on 1 December 1490, when
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Mustafa delivered the Sultan' s letter and made clear the purpose of his
embassy, the Pope had a special interview with Mustafa in the
presence of Francesco Cibo and the cardinals and wanted to learn all
about the agreements between the Sultan and the Grand Master and
the amount of money received.aT Mustafa's disclosures proved that
d'Aubusson was concealing his special agreements with the Sultan
which were all secret and verbal and that he received much more
money than was stipulated in the written agreement. Also, in another
meeting with Mustafa, onlyinthepresence of the cardinals, Mustafa's
clarifications demonsrrated that the Grand Master's claim that B ayezid
II wanted only the Hospitallers to be the guardians of Djem was not
true.a8 It became evident that in all of his dealings d'Aubusson had
regarded Djem as his own prisoner rather than the prisoner of the
Order or of any other authority.ae As to the key issue to be decided
between the Sultan and the Pope, it was made clear in the letter from
Bayezid II and in Mustafa's statement during the first audience before

the ambassadors of European nations. In his letter to the Pope,50
Bayezid II said that he was pleased to learn that Djem was conveyed
to Rome and hoped that Djem was maintained at the Vatican under the
same terms as the Grand Master had undertaken his custody some

years ago "according to a convention of peace entered into between
them, which has been kept by both sides up to now, and has been the
cause of friendship." To secure papal approval of the conditions of
Djem's pension "we have sent," the Sultan said, "ourfaithful slave the
Kapdjt-bashfr Mustafa, with one of the officials of the cardinal
[Grand] Master in order that we may be assured by him that you also
have confirmed this agreement, so that our friendship may increase:
whatever therefore our envoy, the most faithful slave Mustafa, shall
sayin thepresence of yourMagnificence, receive as though they were

our own words."
Thus, Bayezid's avowed concern was to guarantee that Djem was
now kept under custody of the Pope under the same conditions as had
been agreed upon with the Hospitallers. In return, the Sultan was
ready to pay "the pension" and keep peace. The Sultan's ambassador
declared that if the conditions were accepted, which meant the
relinquishment of the idea of using Djem in a crusade against the
Ottoman Empire, the Sultan would keep peace with aII the Christian
nations.sz

It should be noted that throughout Mustafa's stay in Rome, the Pope
took pains to show that the Christian ambassadors who had come to
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discuss the plan of a crusade against the Ottomans would take part in
the decision to be made. In the final audience on 3 January 1491, the
Pope found it necessary first to explain to the Christian ambassadors
that Mustafa asserted, contrary to his first declaration, that the Sultan
promised the peace only to Rhodes and the Papal state (and Venice
at sea) excluding other Christian nations.s3 When Mustafa was received afterwards, he repeated it in the presence of the ambassadors,
and the Rhodian representative contradicted him, saying that Mustafa
had spoken of peace to aII Christianprinces while he was in Rhodes.
When the Sultan's ambassador left the hall of audience, the Pope,
addressing again the Christian ambassadors, told them that now that
they had witnessed all that had happened, they wouldreportit to their
respective governments and seek their advice so that the Pope could
give his answer to the Sultan's proposals.sa
In his letter dated 3 Janu wy l4gl,ssthe Pope wrote to Bayezid II that
because of the importance of the proposals he let all the Christian
state s know about them and asked them to s end their advice . S ince this
will take some time, he said, he sends Mustafa back to Istanbul, adding
that Mustafa saw Djem safe and sound.

Mustafa immediately set out for Istanbul. Now the question arises
whether or not there was any agreement between the Pope and the
Sultan's ambassador at this point. In the information he gave to the
historian Idris, Mustafa himself claimed to have made an agleement
with the Pope, which was vowed by an oath, as required in the
Christian religion, to the effect that the Pope shall keep Djem in
custody and not let him attack Bayezid's lands and that in return the
Sultan would not harm the Pope's country.s6
In his biographical note on Mustafa, Idns emphasized that he had
returned from his mission "with a Sworn agreement ("ahd u misak)
with the European ru,Iers."
On the occasion of Mustafa's visit to Rome, the author of Waki"at
(p. 24), an intimate of Djem, says that in the meantime several
exchanges of letters also took place between the Pope and the Sultan
regarding the deltvery of Djem to the Sultan.L. Thuasne, L. Pastor
and K. Setton, who carefully examined the Western sources on the
Djem affair, did not detect any secret dealings of the Pope with
Sultan's ambassador. F. Babinger,sT however, noted that the Pope has
been carrying on some secret relations with the Sultan since December 1489. In fact, the Pope's behavior looked somewhat suspicious.
While he took pains to show the Christian ambassadors that all his
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dealings with Sultan's envoy were taking place openly before their
eyes and that no agreement was made beyond their knowledge, the
Pope immediately sent an envoy to Istanbul and requested payment of

forty thousand ducats.
There were some nasty rumors in France against the Pope's
dealings with the Sultan aboutDjem. To prevent it, the Pope's nuncios
produced his letter to Bayezid II, which said that the Pope would not
make any decision about Djem without first taking the advice of the
Christian princes.58 Nevertheless, Charles VIII, the French King, was
said at this point to be interested in taking back Djem from the Pope,
as nuncios in France suspectedfrom Guy de Blanchefort's secret talks
with the king in the spring of 1491. Guy was d'Aubusson's nephew
and his representative for his affairs in Europe at this time. The Grand
Master evidently did not feel happy that Djem's pension5e and other
benefits were diverted from him. (In the summer of 1494, Mustafa
Beg reported that the French King wanted to take back Djem "to
deliver him to the person from whom he was taken [d'Aubusson].")60
But it was only when the question of the succession of Naples came
up (February 1494) that the French King would declare formally to the
Pope his determination of having Djem back and to attack the Ottoman Empire in a crusade. During Charles VIII's expedition in Italy in
the fall of L494, d'Aubusson was believed to be ready to cooperate
with the French.61
The Sultan's agreements with Christian rulers were usually made
verbally, and Mustafa, his pleni-potentiary ambassador to the Pope,
was empowered to make vows and agreements on his behalf, as
specified in the Sultan's letter to the Pope.
During his stay in Rome, Mustafa, as instructed by his master,
wanted to meetDjempersonally in order to see if he was alive before
any payment was made. Despite the concern expressed by the Rhodians, the Pope gave his permission.62 As we learn from the instructions given to his envoy dated 18 January 1491,63 the Pope even
reque sted s ome exfra favors from the S ultan-be s tow al of some re lic s
preserved in the Sultan's ffeasury, amenities for certain of the Pope's
relatives in Galata and for a Florentine family dispossessed by
Mehmed II.
Just as the Pope employed his nephew Niccolb Cibo during the
negotiations with the Sultan's ambassador, so the Pope's envoy to the
Sultan, sent to request payment of forty thousand ducats, was another
member of the Cibo family, Giorgia Bocciardi @ucciardus or Buzardus),
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brother of Niccolb.64 In the secret instructions given to him dated 18
January I49I, a fortnight after Mustafa's audience, the Pope gave details
of how "the pension" or "tribute" should be paid-in Venetian gold
ducats every year on December 1.6s The Pope's dispatch of a nuncio to
collect Djem's pension can be conSidered as a positive indication that an

6

agreement, verbal and secret, was reached between the Pope and Mu stafa.
The Sultan' s request as expres sed in his letter and thou gh his ambas sador

was definite: confirmation of the convention with the Grand Master,
which provided that custody of Djem was a precondition of peace and
payment of forty thousand gold pieces.67 It is assumed that Mustafa
delivered 120,000 ducats to Innocent VI[, which coresponded to three
years' pension of Djem, after seeing him.68
As a result of the agreement made by Mustafa in Rome in January
7491, the Ottoman Porte believed that a crusade was not likely in the
near future, and this belief must have encouraged them to resume their

aggressive policy against Hungary. The internal conflicts and
Maximillian's invasion of Hungary following Matthias Corvinus'
death in 1490 had created exffemely favorable conditions for the
Ottomans to consolidate their position on the Danube. Inactive for a
long time, the frontier forces were impatient to resume theirraids into
Hungary, which they believed now was incapable of putting up
serious resistance. The Hungarian ambassador to the Sultan, Emerich
Czobor, was unsuccessful in his attempt at the renewal of the ffuce
ending tn 14916e and Ujlaki, ban of Macsdi (Machwa), an opponent
of the King Wladislaw, was giving hope to the Ottomans for a possible
surrender of Belgrade. The first large-scale Ottoman raid rnade under
the frontier Beg Mihal-oglu "Ali through Severin and Pojejan into
Var6d and Teme$var was not very successful.T0 In the same year
Bayezid II concluded a peace agreement with Egypt,tt and made
large-scale preparations for a campaign on land and sea for the
following year. Again Idris gives us first-hand details on the planning
and real objectives of this campaign.T2 The secret preparations, the
construction of a large fleet, "eighty sails including thirty galleys"?3
in particular, gave rise to speculations about the real target of the
Ottomans in Italy. Venice and Naples took defensive measures, and
both demanded that, for their common safety, the Pope use the
instrumentumin his hands, that is Djem Sultan.Ta The Italian states did
not have to be alarmed since the Sultan did not have an intention or
plan to attack Italy.75 The Venetians were assured of it by June.76
According to Idris' obseryations, Si.ileyman Paga, Ottoman frontier
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Iord at Smederovo, had invited the Hungarian ban (Jjlaki) to recognize Ottoman suzerainty and surrender Belgrade by promising to add
to his possessions the Ottoman forffesses of Aladjahisar (Kru5evai)
and Zvornik. Bayezid II, who himself did not give too mush credit to
the reportedly favorable disposition of the ban, suggested, in case the
ban changed his mind about surrendering Belgrade, the army should
change its destination toward the Adriatic Sea to crush Albanian
rebels and submit Monten egro.11 When in Sofia at the head of his army
the Sultan received the news that the Hungarian ban changed his mind
and that Hungarians were united to resist the Sultan, he set out with
the bulk of his army to invade northern Albania. A dervish attempted
to kill the Sultan, while he was returning from this campaign, near
Monastir. On the Hungarian front, raids under the frontier begs,
Mihal-oghlu "Ali and Si.ileyman Paga, as well as the blockade of
Belgrade were foiled in the face of stiff Hungarian resistance.
Before he had left Istanbul for this campaign on 6 ,April I492,the
Sultan showed his intention to keep peace with the Pope by sending
an envoyT8 to Innocent VIII with 40,000 gold ducats along with
valuable relics including the iron head of the lance which pierced
Christ's side at the crucifixion, which the Pope had specifically
requested through his arnbassador Bocciardi.
According to a report dated 2 May 1492, by Filippo Valori,Te
Florentine envoy to Rome, the Ottoman ambassador "viene per
praticare qualche modo di compositione per assedcurar d pricipi
cristiani, et appresso per far doglienza al Papa del Gran Maestro di
Rodi che da ricepto a tutti e corsoli che danneggiano ne mari di
jurisdictione del Turco; facendo intendere che volendo conservare
buona pace." The complaint about the Christian corsairs which was
justified by certain recent events was actually designed to alleviate the
wory and suspicion arising from the Ottoman naval preparations.
The fleet was intended, the Ottoman Government maintained, against
the corsairs. The delivery of the 40,000 ducats with the most generous
gifts was indeed a positive indication of Bayezid II's appeasement
policy with the Pope and of the existence of a tacit agreement between
the two parties about the custody of Djem and keeping peace.
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NOTES

In his chapter on Djem, Joseph vonHammer-Purgstall,Geschicte
des OsmanischenReiches,Il, Pest 1828 (reprint, Graz 1963), 250-79,
drew mainly on Sa"deddin as his authoratative source. He also made
1.

(Edris),'Ali, andSolak-zade. "Ali, Kunhal-akhbar(many
manuscripts exist, see F. Karatay, Topkapt Sarayt Mtizesi TilrkEe
Y azmal ar K at al o g u, II, I stanb ut 1 9 6 1, 422), u sed Idri s independently
from Sa"deddin, while Solak-zade followed Sa"deddin. L. Thuasne,
Djem Sultan, Paris t892 made use of only a French translation of
Sa'deddin (bibliothbque Nationale, Paris, MS fr. 6075). More recently Sydney N. Fisher, Foreign Relattons of Turkey, 1481-1512,
Urbana, 1948,21-50, relied mainly on Hammer-Purgstall. Translation into Italian of S a"deddin' s work is made by V. Bratutti, C hronica
deII'origtni et progressione della casa ottomana, I, Wien, 1649As to the modern Turkish historians, Ismail Hikmet Ertaylan,
Sultan C em,Istanbul, 1 95 1, and Dr. SelAhattin Tansel, Sultan I I B ayezit' in Siyasi H ayafi ,Istanbul 1966, l-69,both made use of contemporary Ottoman sources, including an important collection of documents preserved in the Topkapr Sarayr Archives (hereafter TSA).
Ertaylan and Tansel drew on Waki"at and Idris, the most important
contemporary sources on Djem. But a critical study of the sources they
use of Idrls

made use of is still needed. The contemporary historian Kemal Pagazade,
Tawarlkh-i At-i "O;man,Defter VIII, is surprisingly brief on Djem's life

in Europe. We have not been able to examine Wakayi"name-i Bihishtl or
TarIkh'i Sultan Djem Cfi$ Library, R 1270), anonymous Wakayi"-i
Sultan Bayeztdve Seltm Khan (II(S Library, E.H. 1416), a treatise on

Bayezidtr andDjem (fKS Library Medjmu'a, E.H. 1774) and a Tarlkhi Sultan Bayezld CIKS Library, R tnz).
2. Mehmed Arif, editor of Waki"a/, supplement to TdrIkh-i "O$manl Endjt)meni Medjmtf an Istanbul 1330/19L4, thinks that the
author is Haydar Btg, a secletaly and literary man. Sehi, Hegt Biht1t,
ed. Giinay Kut, Haward, 1978,246-47 ,tells thatHaydar, an able poet,
spent his life with Djem in Europe. In Latifi, Tedhkire, Istanbul l3l4
H., 140, "Haydar Qelebi" was Djem's defterdar, and brought Djem's
belongings after his death to Turkey (in W aki" at, 33 : " Khattb - zade v e
sa"ir khalkf').Bayezid II granted him a ze"amel at Germiyan, but he
believed he was disesteemed. It appears that Latifi had a source on

Haydar but makes no mention of Waki"at. Shahidi was another
defterdarof Djem Sultan (Latifi, p. 200). A "Haydar Qelebi" re"Is al-
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kunab (see Tezkire of "A$tk Qelebi, ed. G. M. Meredith-Owens,
London 197I, 44a,, 151a and 151b) lived under Stileyman. I. V.
M6nage, "The Mission of an Ottoman Secret Agent in France in
I486,"Journal of the Royal Asiatic Soctery, London, 1965, L29-30,
argues that the author was among those who were separated from
Djem between t483 and 1486 or 1487.Incidentally, it is clear that
only one man, Djelal Beg, was left with Djem in September 1483 (see
Waki'at, 12-14). As for the return of Sinan Beg and Ayas Beg, this
occurred before the death of "the son of the king of Naples in Rome"
(see Waki"at, 16) which took place on 17 October 1485 (I-. Pastor,
Geschichte der Pripste,IlI,Freiburg, 1899, p.192).Thus the return of
Sinan and Ayas cannot be later than this date. At any rate, the author
of Djem's biography was one of his intimates who was with him until
his death and loyal to his memory. For obvious reasons he concealed
his name. He says that he wrote this book to te1l the true story of Djem
in simple language to be read by an audience as wide as possible. His
goal, he confesses, is simply to cherish Djem's memory and attract
prayers forhis soul (see Waki"At, introduction andepilogue, 1 and34).
There is no complaint or criticism of Bayezidll. At the conclusion of
the work he invites his reader to make prayers for the long life of the
Sultan (then Selim I) "who is the mainstay for the security of those
who live in this world." The date of the completion of the work was
920/I5I4 as given in the edition of M. Arif, who in his introduction
ta Waki'at, mentrons another MS in the Hdlis Efendi Library.
3. The Paris MS of G hurbetname rs edited in the Modern Turkish
alphabet by Ismail Hami Danigmend (Fdtth ve Istanbul, vol.I-316,
1953-1954,Istanbul, 2II-71). Here ts Ghurbetname's story about
Djem's death Qa7): "The Pope appointed his son Messir Francesko
commander of the army, and, in early September 1494, the Pope's
son, along with other lords and the envoy of the Hungarian King, all
set out from Rome towards Hungary. I stayed in Rome to attend some
business regarding Djem. When Djem reached a point near Naples at
the fourth resting station, the French King learned of Djem's flight to
Hungary. Mustering his troops he pursued him. The Pope, seeing the
turn of events, immediately sent word to his son, advising him not to
lose custody of Djem at any cost. Thereupon, the Pope's son gave him
a sweet mixture in the course of three days, andDjem's soul departed
for the heavens." From this fanciful story it is evident that he was not
an eyewitness of the events in Italy at the time ofDjem's death, but that
he seems to have simply reproduced a rumor widespread in Italy and
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the Levant in the sixteenth century. It is to be noted, however, that his
version of the poisoning is different from Idris' account (according to

Idris the poisoning resulted from shaving with arazor). There is no
doubt thatGhurbetname was compiled under Siileyman I (see p.227 28). The author mentions the prophecy about the entry in Rome of an
Ottoman Sultan who, in his belief, was to be Sultan Siileyman Khan,
notDjem as interpreted in Europe. F. Babinger,Geschichtsschreiber
der O s m ane n und i hr e W erke,Letpzig 1927,3 2, mentions a biography
of Djem in rhyme, called Ghurbetnameby Sa"dul16h b. Muqpfa, also
known as Djem Sa"disi. No copy of it has been found; on Sa"di, see
Sehi, ed. Giinay Kut, 198-200; Latifi, 188-89; "Al4 Qelebi, ed.
G. M. Meredith-Owens, 67b, says that Djem sent his favorite Sa"di to
Bayezidll with his poems including his "madjeray ve dastf,n."
4.For Idris (died 12 November L520) and his work, see Babinger,
ibid., 45-49; F. R. lJnat, "Neqri Tarihi Uzerinde Yaprlan Qahsmalar,"
Belleten Vtr (Ankar:a, 1943), pp. 147-200. An autograph copy of the
earlierversion of HashtBihisht which wemadeuse of is writtenin 1509,
preserved at the Topkapr Palace Library, H. 1655.
5.Idris' testimony provides definite evidence that Kaptdjrbasht
Mustafa and Grand Vizir Kodja Mustafa Paga were the sarne person.
Idris gives arelatively detailed accountof Mustafa's life in his history
along with great praise. Mustafa, Idris says, started his career as a
seraglio page (ghulam). Trusted with the responsibility of handling
important affairs, he was promoted to higher offices in the seraglio.
Then, the Sultan sent him as a envoy to Djem "to bring news of great
kings and rulers of the infidel. From this journey full of dangers and
fighting against a1l kinds of enemies, he returned with an agreement
made under the oath with the Italian rulers ("ahd wa migak-i salatini Frenk) as the Sultan wished." Upon this success he was made
Beylerbeyi of Rumeli in Dhu'l-ka"da 903/June-July L498, and later,
in Djumada II 907 /12 December 1501-9 January 1502, avizt in the
imperi al council, and fi n ally a grand v tzir . Idri s plac e s emphasi s on his
unusual interest in mysticism and his companionship with mystics.
I. H. Uzuncargrh (Osrn anh Tarihi, II, 2nd edition, Ankara 1964, p.
5 41, and B elleten XXIV, p. 469 note 1 1 ) using awakfrecord gives the
date of his beylerbeyilik as 904 H. and that of his vrzirateas 906 H. On
the basis of the same document Uzuncargrh notes that Mustafa b. "Abd
al-Samad was made khazinedtu-bashr in 886/1481, sandjak-begi of
Avlonya (Valona, Vlore) in90Ill495-1496 (rnOsmanhTarihi, but in
Belleten:900 A. H.), sandjak-begi of Gelibolu (admiral of the Otto-
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man navy) rn9}3/1497 -1498, Beylerbeyi of Rumeli tn904/1499; for
a discussion of this chronology, see our explanations in the article.
Mustafa was made grand vizir on Shawwal 16, 9I7 /January 6,1512,
as a document from TKS claims (see Q. UluEay, "YavuzSultan Selim

Nasrl Padigah Oldu," Tarih DergisI, VU-10, Istanbul, September
1954, 122). However, if T. Gokbilgin's reading is corre ct (Edirne ve
PaSaLivAs, Istanbul 1952,p. 107), Musrafa was already grand vizir
on 17 September 1511. Documents exist on Mustafa as second viztr
on S ha"b an 9 12 (Gokbilg tn, 37 9), on Rama dan 22, 9 1 4 (G6kbilgin,
92, 103, and 167) and on Rabr'I, 915 (ibid,235); as grand vizir on
Radjab 4,917 (Gokbilgin, 107) and Djumada I,21,918 (?) (in
Gokbilgin: 911). on 23 Januny 1504 Mustafa received a presenr of
sixty thousand akga from Bayezid II (Gdkbilgin, 476). For the
charitable works and endowments of Mustafa Paga, see Gokbilgin,
pp.44I-48; O. L. Barkan andE. H. Ayver dr,Istanbul VaktflanTahrir
D efter i, Is tanbul 197 0, 3 66- 69 : an anonymous chronicle, p articularly
important for the chronology of this period (Bibliothbque Narionale,
Paris, Sup, turc 104, folio 144-45), tells us that on 17 October 1501,
Rumeli Beylerbeyi MustafaPaga left Istanbul and came to the area of
Filibe on the rumors of a Hungarian threat, and on his return to
Istanbul he was elevared to the office of vizir on 13 Radjab 9071
22lanuary 1502.
6. See my "Osmanlilar'da Saltanat Ver6seti Ustlii ve Ttirk
HAkimiyet TelAkkisile Ilgis i," Siyasal Bilgtler Faktiltesi Dergisi, vol.
XIV, 69-94, translation to English in this volume.
7. While Djem was in Europe "there was always unrest (fetret)
among the corps at the Porte until, when, by God's order, Djem Sultan
died. Only then people had some peace and comfort." (Sehr, ed.
Gi.inay Kut, 323); cf. Thdodore Spandouyn Cantacastn,PetitTraictd
de I'origine des Turcz, ed. C. Schefer, Paris 2896,43.
8.The History of Mehmed the Conqueror by Tursun Beg, ed. H.
Inalcrk andRhoads Murphey, Minneapolis and Chica go,1978,20-24.
9. Djem's mother, Qigek KhatDn, in E,gypt was urging the Sultan
through his wife to free and bring her son to Egypt; see intelligence
from Egypt to Bayezid II, TKS no. 6008/3, signed by Ya"kDb; for
QiEek KhatDn in Egypt, see Ibn lyas, Bada" i' al-Zuhur fi Waka,i' aIDuhur,III ed. M. Mostafa, Cairo 1963,390; an intelligence repofi,
TKS 6961/3 dated 16 Djumdda II 892/9 June 1487 and signed by
Mustafa, informed the Sultan that Djem sent word and wanted Venice
and the King of Hungary to deliver him from his captivity in France
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and that, thereupon, Venice and the king in agreement sent their
envoys to France. In actual fact, the king had appointed an ambassador
to France in January 1487 , and Venice was secretly supporting the
Pope's effort to get Djem from the king of France. In the meantime in
March 1487 a Turkish envoy arrived in Venice; see L. Thuasne, Djem
Sultan, Paris 1892, I49 -56.
10. To the Pope's demand about joining the king of Hungary Djem
replied: "If I go to Hungary I have to be with the Hungarian army in

battle against Muslims. This would cause the Ottoman ulema to
declare that I had become an infidel. I cannot abandon my faith, even
for the rule of the whole world" (Waki'at,23).
11.In 1483 Bayezid II made promises to purchase yearly 5000
bales of costly woolen cloth from Florence, see Wilhelm Heyd,
Histoire du Commerce du Levanf, vol. If, ftans. F. Raynaud, Leipzig
L936,342.Theexchange of woolen cloth with Iranian silk at the Bursa
market was of vital interest to Florence. See H. Inalcrk, "Bursa and the
Commerce of the Levant," Journal of Economic and Social History
of the Orient,III-2, 13 1- I47 ; for Ottoman-Florentine relations in the
period, see G. Mtiller, Documenti sulle relazioni delle cittd toscane
coII'Orinete cristtano e coi Turchi, Florence 1879; F. Babinger,
"Lorenzo de Medici e la corte ottomana," Archivto Storico ltaltano
r2r (t963), 305-361.
12. For these privileges see John Vansborogh, "A Mamluk Commercial Treaty Concluded with the Republic of Florence," Documents from Islamic Chanceries, ed. S. M. Stern, Cambrid ge 1965,3979.
13. Thuasne, 193;

Babinger,353, 54.

14. Thuasne, 176-86.

E. Charribre,Ndgotiations de IaFrance dans Ie Levant,I, Paris
1848, CXXIV; F. Babinger, Reliquienschacher am Osmanenhof im
XV. Jahrhundert, Munich 1956, 17-18.
16. Thuasne,2lT -18.
15.

17. Thuasne, 254.
18. Ludwig Pastor, Geschichte der Ptipste,fr,Freiburg 1899, 218-24.
19. F. Cognasso, "Il Sultano Djem alla Corte di Alessandro VI,"

Popoli (1942),96-103.

r,II, 23 L -33 ;for S p ani sh r e c o nqui s t a and Is lam in general,
C. Hess, The Forgotten Frontier. A History of the
Sixteenth-century lbero-African Frontier. Chicago 1978, L-44; the
historv of relations between Muslims in the eastern and western
20. Pasto

see Andrew
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Mediterranean in the face

of Spanish expansion during the period

1490-1510 is still to be written. The peace berween the Ottomans and
the Mamluks was concluded upon the appeal of the Sultan of Tunis,
as the contemporary historian Idris, Hasht Bthtsht, tells us (Sa"d al-

Drn, Tadj al-Tawartkh,II,Istanbul 1863, 66-68 follow Idris). The
earliest record about Kemal Re'is' naval raids against Spain is dated
1487; see H. A. von Burski, Kemal Re' $, Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte
de r tilr ki s c he n F I o t t e,B onn 1928, 2t -22; the Ottoman-Mamluk pe ace
freaty was ratified in Cairo in Djumada II, 896/ApriI l49I; see Ibn
Ilyas, ibid.,280-82; also H. Edherq "Hersek Oglu Ahmed Pasa'nrn
Esdretine dair Kahire'de bir Kitdb e," TOEM,V ,272-7 4; anambassador of "the Sultan of Meghreb" was killed on his way to the Bayezid's
court in 1481, TKS no. 11981, in Ertaylan, 188.
21. Thuasne, p. 264.
2L.Thuasne, pp. 263-64;"I tell you," said Matthias Corvinus to the
Pope's legate in June 1489 , "The Pope can do nothing with the Turk
[Djem Sultan] except what the King of France decides." So, Corvinus
insistedthatDjem be deliveredto him fororganizing the crusade. See
K. Setton,T he P apacy and the Lev anr, II, Philadephia 197 8, 408-409.
23.For the Pope's financial difficulties, see Pastor, III, 270-72,
281-85; Thuasne, 189; H. Pfefferman, Die Zusammenarbelt der
R e nais s anc ep tip s t e mit de n T firke n, Winterth ur 19 46, 8 9 ; accordin g
to the agreement with Charles VIII, the Pope was to receive the money
paid by the Sultan forDjem's maintenance. According to Sigismondo
de'Conti, it cost the papacy 15,000 ducats ayear to maintain him; see
Setton, II, 410. In 1489, Innocent was quite ready to deliver Djem to
the Egyptian Sultan Kaitbay for 200,000 ducats: see Settoil, [, 407,
note 91. The original agreement between Bayezid II and P. d'Aubusson stipulated that on August 1st each year the Sultan was to pay
45,000 gold ducats; see Thuasne, p. 86. According to Bosio (Thuasne,
p.86, note 2) 35,000 of it was forthe maintenance of Djem and 10,000
for the Grand Master.
24. Fr anz B abin ger, Sp ritmt t t el al t er li c he fr anki s he B r i efs c haft e n
aus dem grossherrlichen Seraj zu Istanbul, Mtjnchen, 1963,64-75.
25.Ibtd.,6g-69.
26. Ibid.,69-7t.
27

.Ibid.,7 |

28. The Florentin

oratore in Rome, Pier-trilippo Pandolfini, heard
about these negotiations andreported to Lorenzo de'Medici in a letter
dated 19 July 1490, see Babinger, ibid.,70-7I.
e
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29. Setton, 406.

"Domini Tirrcorum discessit unus orator nomine Mustafa Bey, vir
magnae authoritatis et gratiae apud ipsum Turcum" @abinger, ibid.,72).
31.Thuasne, pp. 264-65. The Venetian dispatch giving these details is published by Babinger, ibid.,7I-72.
32.But Mustafa was in the Anconitan territory already on 13
October t490, see Thua sne, 27 6; Babinger , ibid.,72.
33. Thua sne, 27 6, note 5.
34.V. Lamansky, Secrets d'Etat de Venise, d.ocuments, extraits,
notices et 4tudes servant d 4claircir les rapports de laseigneurie avec les
Greces, les Slaves et la Porte Ottomane d lafin duW" sidcle, Saint
Petersbourg 1884 (reprint: New York, 1968), 234-37; Thuasne, n314.
35.Ibid.,272-75.
3 6. Sp ritmitt el alt er li c he fr ti nkt s c he B r i efs c haft e n, 5 4-7 5 .
37. Thuasne, 268-70; Setton, II 425.
38. Bayezid's letters concerning the conspiracy againstDjem's life
shall make the subject of another article; some of the letters are
published by Ertaylan, 160-61 ,206-78; and I. H. Uzuncargrlt, "Cem
Sultan'a Dair Beg Orijinal Veska, "Belleten, XIV, 476; Western
sources were informed of this constant threat against Djem's life by
his brother; see Thuasne ,262-64,269-73,279; Lamansky, ibid.,z}l62;I think Barak and Isml"rl were two agents sent by Bayezid II to
conspire against Djem; for Barak's itinerary, see V. L. Mdnage, "The
Mission of an Ottoman Secret Agent in France in 1486," fournal of
the Royal Asiatic Sociery, 1965, lI2-32; Babinger , ibid., 30.
39. The Knights of Rhodes who accornpanied the Sultan's ambassador to Rome in 1489 were suspicious about Mustafa's intentions:
see Thuasne,279.
30.

40. Thuasne, 263.

I.Lamansky, 238-39, cited in Setton,II,475.
42. Thuasne, 263, the letter in Appendix no. L4, 428-29.
43.Inthe report sent to Bayezid II in the summer of l494by Nikolo

Simo (Niccolb Cibo) peshkopokdarli (archiveschovo di Arli), published by S. Tansel, "Yeni Vesikalar Kargr srnda S ultan Ikinci B ayezid, "
Belleten, XXVII, document no. II, 20L.
44. Niccolb Cibo was a relative of Innocent VIII; for the genealogy,
see F. Babinger, ibid.,64, note 30; and Setton, II index: Cibo.
45. The most important sources for Djem in Rome are Stefano
Infessura , Diario della cittd di Roma,ed. O. Tommasini, Roma, 1890;

Sigismondo de' Conti, Le Storie de suoi tempt dal 1475 al

15l0,l,
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Rome 1883, Marino Sanuto, La Spedizione di Carlo VIII in ltalia, ed.
R. Fulin, Venice, 1883, and, in particular, Johann Buarchard (or
Burkard), master of ceremonies at the Papal court; for his life and
work see Setton, II, p. 388, note 24. These sources and state papers
from Italian archives in the Vatican, Venice, Florence and Mantua are
studied by v. Lamansky, Secrets d'Etat de ventse, St. Petersburg,
1884; P. Ferrato,II Marchesaio di Mantova e I' impero ottomano aIIa
fine del secolo X% Mantua, 1876;L. Thuasne, Djem Sultan, Paris,
1892, and more recently by F. Babinger, H. J. Kissling and K. Setton.
46.That was a Venetian conjecture: see Thuasne,273.
47 . As for the 20,000 gold pieces the grand masrer extorted from the
Egyptian Sultan or rather from Djem's mother in Egypt by pretending
to bring Djem to Egypt, a settlement was reached to the effect that the
Grand Masterwas to reirnburse to Djem only 5000 goldducats instead
(seeWaki"at,Il,23; Thuasne,28L).Wakt,At, 15, also added that the
Grand Master was writing false letters using blank papers with
Djem's seal. D'Aubusson had procured them by bribing Djem's
chancellor while he was in Rhodes. An intelligence repofr about the
efforts of Djem's mother to bring him to Egypr is preserved in TKS,
no. 6008/3. ForDjem's conespondence with his mother, see Ertaylan,
pp.226-27 (three letters); for the intimate relations of the Egyptian
ambassador in Rome and Djem, see Thuasne, 273. The name of the
Egyptian ambassador in l494,Delti NasDh, evidently an Ottoman, is
known through a report of Mustafa Beg; see Uzuncargrh, Belleten,
XXIV, 482.
48. Thuasne, 277 -83.
49.Ibid., 28L, note 3.
50. The letter was written

in Greek; for a Latin version of it see
Setton, p.418, note 7; an Italian version is to be found in Donado da
Lezze, HistoriaTurches ca, ed.I. Ursu, Bucharest, 1909, 1 87-88. The
date on the Latin and Italian versions varies as 17, 20 and 28 May,
1490. Mustafa had arrived in Rhodes in June. We could not identify
the Turkish draft of this letter among the TKS papers. Here we follow
the summary of the letter made by Setton, 418.
51. In Setton, 418, "Kapudan Paga," cf. Babinger, Sptitmittelalterliche frrinkische schaften, T l, note 57.
52. Mustafa said: ". . . Oltre di questo ti promette et giura il detto
Gran Signore che per il tempo che'l detto suo fratello sari custodito
da cristiana, de i quali tu sei Capo et Principe, nd in persona, nb in beni,
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nd in terre, nd in altre cose a Te et cristiana pertinenti, quanto

lui porta

niun danno fard, nb permettera che sia fatto." (Donado daLezze, ed.
LJrsu, 188-89.)
53. Upon the death of Matthias Corvinus on 6 April 1490 the
Ottoman frontier begs were in agitation and pressing the Sultan to
make a full-fledged campaign against Hungary. Such a campaign was
to be made with the Sultan's participation in the spring of 1492; see

Donado da Lezze, t90-92; J. W. Zinkeisen, Geschichte des
Osmanischen Reiches in Europa,Il, Gotha 1854, 502-503; N. Iorga,
GOR, II, Gotha, 1909, 283-84; H. J. Kissling, Sultan Bdyeztd II.
Beztehungen zu Markgraf Francesco II. von Gonzaga, Mtinchen
1965, 12; S. N. Fisher,The Foreign Relations ofTurkey, 1481

-15

12,

Urbana 1948,46.
54. See Thuasne, L76-84; Setton, II, 418-22.
55. Setton, 421.
56. For many years the Ancona area within the papal state was a
target of Ottoman raids; see N. Iorga (Jorga), Notes et Extraits pour
servir d I' histoire des croisades auXV" sidcle, 1476-1500, Bucharest
L915,157-59, 163-64; F. Babinger, ibid., 1 note 3; Jean Delumeau,
"Unponte fra Oriente e Occidente: AnconanelCinquecento," Quaderni
Stortci,l3 (Ancona 1970) ,26-48; Setton, II,397 .There were settlers
in the city and the countryside from the Ottoman lands, and Ottoman
trade was to develop there so rapidly that it caused concern in Venice.
In l5L4 Ancona had to grant privileges to Ottoman merchants
including Muslims; see T. Stioanovich, "The Conquering Balkan
Orthodox Merchant," The Journal of Economic Htstory, XX (July
1960), 237; Peter Earle, "Commercial Development of Ancona,
1479-1551 ," Economic History Review, XXII (1969), 28-44.
57 . Spritmittelalterliche frankische Brtefschaften, 54-7 5.
58. Thuasne, 286-88.
59. For Djem's pension see note 65.
60. Mustafa's report in the Topkapr Sarayi Mi.izesi Archives is
reproduced in S. Tansel, tbid.,64, no.9; we shall analyze this important document in another paper. When Innocent VIII died (the night
of 25-26 July 1492), d'Aubusson urged the new Pope to resume an
energetic anti-Ottoman policy; see Setton, II, 453-56.
61. H.-Francois Delaborde, L' ,|xpedition de Charles VIII en ltalie,
Paris 1888, 323; Thuasne,328.
62. Thuasne, p. 279.
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Setton,n,42l,note 13; the summary of the letteris inThuasne,283.
64. See Setton, U,421, note 12.
65. See the text of this important document in Setton, U,419, note
lA; 421, note 13. According to the original agreement made on
7 December 1482, with the Grand Master, Bayezid II vowed to pay a
sum of 45,000 gold ducats every year on the first of August for the
maintenance of Djem Sultan. In his work Giacomo Bosio (1594),
chronicler of the Hospitallers, added that 35,000 of it was for Djem's
maintenance and the remaining part for d'Abusson (see Thuasne, 86;
cf. Setton, 384.) Innocent VIII himself once called this payment by
the Sultan a kind of tribute; see Thuasne, 239. Djem's personal
expenses ("ses d6penses privdes") were 300 ducats a month. According to Setton, 435, note 66: "It would seem quite unnecessary to
observe that the 40,000 ducats a year paid by the Porte for Djem's
maintenance was tribute and hardly a true pension." According to
Sigismondo de' Conti, Djem's yearly expenses amounted to 15,000
ducats ; see Pas tor, IlI, 228.Preffermann, 8 8-90, and S etton, 425, think
that Innocent VItr was concerned in getting Djem's pension as a
source of income. At his death bed he asked the cardinals' consent to
his distribution of 48,000 ducats among members of his family (see
Setton, I1,437).
66. Cf. Pfeffermann, 89: "Obwohl durch die Annahme des Betrages
die vom Grossmeister seinerzeit ratifizierte Gefangenhaltungskonvention in Kraft gesetztist, gibt sich Innocent den Anschein, noch
nicht entschlossen zu sein."
63.

67. See Setton,

II,4I8-19.

68. Pfeffennan, 88-89, based on St. Baluzii, Miscellanea,Lucae,

1761, 518; cf. Thuasne, 179. If the 120,000 ducats we e actually
delivered, 80,000 ducats of it must have been considered as a gift or
a bribe since the Pope demanded Djem's pension in 1491.
69. See I. A. Fessler, Geschichte von Ungarn,III, ed. E. Klein,
I-eipz\g,I87 4,149; however, the Turkish Anonymous Bibl. Nationale,
MS supp. turc 1047, 100r reads: "In Ramadan 895/July 1491 the
ambassador of the new Hungarian King came, and a peace was
concluded with Hungary."
70. For details, see Katona cited by Zinkeisen, II, 502; and in
particular, Anonymous Ottoman Chronicle no. 1047, folio 100; S.
Tansel, ibid.,152-53,relying on Kemal Pagazade and sources of later
dates, is not clear.
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71. The negotiations started in Adrianople in the last days of 1490.
The peace was concluded in Djumida II 896/Apr. 149t: see Ibn Ilyas,
Bada' i"al-Zuhurfiwaka'i" aI-Duhur,III,ed. M. Mostafa, Cairo, L963,
280-81; it was ratified in Istanbul on 11 October 1491. The Sultan of

Tunis, alarmed by the Spanish reconquista,played an important part
in bringing about the peace between the two major Muslim states; see
above note 20.

7L.Here, too, Idns, the source of Sa"deddin (II,69-72), should be
followed; cf. Hammer-Purgstall, GOR, II, 303; S. Tansel, 153-54;
H. J. Kissling, 10-13.
73. According to aVenetian intelligence of 7 May I492;see Setton,

II,415. In Idris: 20 coques,5 barcas, eighty galleys and about 200
smaller ships or ffansports.
74. See Setton, II,425-26.
75. However, in June l4gl,news reachedRome that the Turks with
16 galleys and 14fuste came and made a landing in Sicily; see Setton,

II, 425 , note 23.
76. Setton, 426, note 26.

77.For the situation in Albania, see Jorga, GOR, In6-89; for
Montenegro, see F. von Miklosich, Dte serbischen Dynasten
Crnojevtci, tn Sitzungsberichte der philos.- hist. Klasse der Kais.
Akademte der Wis s ens chaft en, XVII (Wien 1 8 8 6) ; F. B abin ger, D as
E nde

der Ari

a

ni

te

n, tn B ay e r . Akad emi e de r W i e s s e ns c haft e n, p hilo

s
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-

Heft 4, Miinchen 1960, 13, note 1;
B. Durdev et al., Sarajevo 1957 ,153-77;

hist. Klasse, Sitzungsb. 1960,

Kanun i Kanun-name, eds.
a report to the Sultan, TKS 5904,in Ertayl an,232, informed him that
Leka Dukagin in northern Albania was in rebellion, and was inviting
European powels to invade the country. The report must have been
written in the summer or fall of 1493; cf. Thuasne, 318. According to
the Anonymous chronicle (Paris, no. 1047, 101) "they sent by sea a
fleet to obstmct the ways of escape to the infidel. The King of Naples
lost to the Ottomans the fortresses of Himara (Chimera) and Sopot
(Sopoto) on the Albanian coast; see Jorga, GOR, TI,28478. Although F. Babinger , Reltquienschacher am Osmanenhof im
XV. Jahrhunderf, Miinchen 1956, 26, asserts that this envoy was
again lgapdjt-bashr Mustafa, but no reference is given for iU cf.
Thuasne, 296-97; Setton, 425; Kissling, 18. Once, the iron head of the
Holy Lance was offered 70,000 ducats by the Venetians (Setton, [,,427).
79.The text in Thuasne 279, note l.
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ADDENDA

l. Kapdjt-bash Mustafa delivered a letrer of Bayezid II to Djem
Sultan at the famous meeting in the vatican (see Thuasne, 279-s0).
Djem's reply to this letter is known through Ottoman munsha'at
collections (see Adnan Erzi, "Ti.irkiye Ktittiphanelerinden Notlar ve
Vesikalar,fI," Belleten,Xlv, 1950, 645; Feridln B"g, Munsha' at aIsalatln,,r,292-293). A better copy of Djem's letrer is included in the
munsha'at of San "Abdulldh (see Erzi, ibid.) with the following
heading: "This is the copy of the letter of Sultan Djem to Sultan
Bayezid which Mustafa Paqa brought when he had been to Europe."
In his letterDjem begs mercy andpleads with his brothernot to leave
him a prisoner in the hands of "the infidels." He says he is ready to
surrender and takes oath to ever remain obedient to him.
During his stay in Rome Djem appeared to have changed in his
thoughts and attitude, as hinted in his biography (Waki"at,23-24; cf .
Idris, ibid.). His only desire was to be allowed to go home, whatever
the consequences. By now he seems to have rcahzedthat there were
no chances of success for him against his brother as long as he was
a tool in the hands of the Christians to be used in a crusade against his
co-religionists. The letter in the Munsha'at echoes his feelings of
prosrration. The second letter (in Fendin, 29I-92, San "Abdull[h,
L24b - 125 a),again alle gedly brou ght by Mu s tafa Pa g a from F r e ng i s t a n
(Europe), must belong to another occasion (cf. Ertaylan,116-20).
2. While this article was in press a study an Bihishti's chronicle
by Briggitte Moser appeared (Die Chronik des Ahmet sindn Qelebi
gennant Bihigtl, eine Quelle zur Geschichte des O smanischen Reiches
unter SultanBdyezldll,Mtinchen: Dr. Rudolf Trofenik, 1980). Moser
concludes (pp. 32-36) that Bihishti took Idns' work as a model and
closely followed it. But using other sources andhis own observations
Bihishti made additions here and rhere. As far as Djem and the
diplomatic mission of Mustafa to Rome was concerned a comparison
shows that Bihisti drew his information either from Idris or directly
from Mustafa Paga himself. Mustafa Paga was grand vizier at the time
Bihishti was writing his chronicle (Text: 2L7a, cf.p.2l). Bihishti too
says that the Pope made an agreement with Sultan Bayezid II under
oath. However, on Djem's death, Bihishti makes no reference to his
being assassinated and simply says, "in the meantime Sultan Djem
died unexpectedly."

Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea and the
Ottoman Ernpire as Reflected in Titulature

At

o sysrEM of semiotic symbols designed to declare his place and
power in the world, titulature is of paramount significance for aruler.
It defines and asserts in a determined order his powerrelationship with
men and space in his own environment, in the world, and in the
cosmos.

In his recent study on the titulature of the Muscovite ruler, Marc
Szeftell presented its evolution as follows: l) Velikii Kntaz' of
Vladimir, or Grand Prince of Vladimir;2) Veltkii Kniaz' vseia Rusi,
or Grand Prince of all Rus' ( 1 32 8 ) ; 3) B o z hi eiu mil o s ttiu or D ei G ratia
Qaa9); 4) Velikii Gosudar' or Gospodar (L448, in inter-princely
relations, 1489 in international relations); 5) Samoderzhets, or
autocrator (L492 by the Church, 1591 in international relations); 6)
Tsar', mid-fifteenth century by the Church, Ivan IV's coronation as
T s ar' on Janu ar y I 6, | 5 47 ; 7 ) T s ar' K az ans kii andT s ar' A s tr akhans kii
(1553, 1554). In 1591 the tsar's envoys to the king of Poland referred
to their ruler in the following manner: Velikii Gosudar' nashTsar' i
Velikii Kniaz' Feodor lvanovich vseia Rusi Samoderzhets
In view of the Orthodox Church's authority, guidance, andceremonial function in introducing and sanctioning such titles, the general
tendency has been to assume aByzantine origin for most of these
titles.2

In dealing with royal titulature it is important to determine which
title was designed for which audience: whether it was mainly intended
for domestic con s umption or for intern ational relation s, or whether, as
in the case of Russia, for the Eastern or Western world. Also it is
important in historical analysis to know the particular purpose,
historical context and circumstances behind the assumption of a
particular title. For Russia the most important and immediate historical
reality in powerrelations was the issue of Tatar suzerainty, not only in the
Golden Horde era(1234-1502) but also in the following period.
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